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Symbolic Autobiography in the Prose of Mykola Khvyl'ovyi 
(Some Preliminary Observations) 

GEORGE G. GRABOWICZ 

When I first attempted to define the notion of symbolic autobiography in my 
early work on Shevchenko, and then in an essay on Shevchenko and 
Mickiewicz, I was persuaded (and I still hold it to be largely true) that this is a 
modality that characterizes, or is specifically empowered by, a Romantic poet- 
ics. It thus is marked by writing that is attuned to the unconscious and that 
implicitly opposes the special authenticity of the inner life to the putatively less 
authentic external and manifest world.1 My subsequent recourse to this para- 
digm in connection with Ivan Franko' s late long poems, however, suggested to 
me that the question of a historical poetics is decidedly secondary to the 
writer's readiness, indeed his need, to address the concealed or repressed levels 
and forces of his self- specifically of his sense of self and ultimately of his 
hidden, "shadow" self.2 This need continually to reveal and conceal clearly is 
not confined to any one historical poetics, such as the Romantic. It is a more 
universal drive, especially evident in the modern period, and as such it is 
responsive to various interpretative strategies, particularly the psychoanalytic, 
but also the structuralist and the poststructuralist. 

Most generally, the sense of symbolic autobiography involves not so much 
the writer's readiness to reveal key moments of his internal and hidden life - 
this confessional principle is quite prevalent, if not altogether universal, and 
can be said to animate whole genres or modes, such as the lyrical - as to endow 
them with both narrative extension and a certain narrative autonomy, and in 
particular to thematize them. As such, this becomes part of a broad modern or 
modernist tendency of self-referentiality or autothematism.3 One of the recent 
outer limits of such autothematism - as we see in the witty collection of self- 
referential and self-dematerializing pieces written in imitation of and homage 
to Borges' s "Borges and I" by contemporary writers from Albee to Updike4 - 
is a kind of ultimate dissociation of "the writer" from the "writer-as-real- 
person": "the writer" becomes radically other and unreachable, even, or espe- 
cially, to the "writer-as-real-person" in whom he or she resides. Self-reflection 
and self-consciousness aside, that which defines symbolic autobiography and 
gives it its peculiar resonance is not the autobiographical moment, or event, or 
detail as such (for this is contingent even in "straight" or traditional, or avow- 
edly veristic autobiography), but precisely its symbolic component, its encod- 
ing. In Shevchenko, who provides a paradigmatic instance of symbolic autobi- 
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166 GRABOWICZ 

ography, this encoding conforms to the basic structures of his mythopoesis and 
involves such key moments as the conflation of the fate of the poet-kobzar with 
the fate of the nation, the patterning of his life (the symbolic biography) in 
terms of the movement between (and thus recapitulation and reinforcement of) 
communitas and structure, and above all the enabling, reciprocal relationship 
between the poet as sinner and prophet.5 

* 

As much as the psychological content - the basic matrix of the encoding - will 
differ from writer to writer, there also remains the question of narrative articu- 
lation, of individual poetics. In this connection, the figure of Mykola 
Khvyl'ovyi stands out with peculiar intensity. He is arguably the outstanding 
Ukrainian writer of the early twentieth century, and he is almost certainly the 
one writer who like a lightning rod attracted, focused, and transmitted the 
enormous energies of his day - and the energies and powers of interpretation of 
succeeding generations. For us, Khvyl'ovyi figures primarily as an author of 
remarkably evocative, yet still only spottily examined prose. The required 
basic rereading of his work, however, is clearly beyond the scope of this paper. 
What I propose here is a preliminary sketch of some basic issues - with par- 
ticular reference to the way in which they flesh out the concept of symbolic 
autobiography. The specific moment that I will examine is that of the interface 
of the literary and the psychological in the context of thematized, self-con- 
scious narrative. In a word, the basic issue I will examine is that of 
intertextuality; in effect, of symbolic autobiography as intertextuality. 

For anyone even generally acquainted with the life and work of Khvyl'ovyi, 
the paradigm of symbolic autobiography would seem particularly apposite. 
One of the major tasks in the rereading of Khvyl'ovyi that I am calling for is to 
distinguish between surface (functionally biographical, ideological, and other 
such) moments and between deeper psychological structures that through the 
mediation of narrative regulate the interaction between Khvyl'ovyi's life and 
art, and effectively modulate the one by the other. Surely the most striking and 
dramatic of these is Khvyl'ovyi's end - his suicide. As various accounts, and 
the documentary evidence reveal, it was the culmination of a pervasive and 
deeply held belief in his being fated to play a role, to act out and, even more 
importantly, to write out a certain calling. The suicide itself, as we see so 
powerfully from the account of Antonina Kulish, the wife of Mykola Kulish 
(Khvyl'ovyi' s close friend, who was present at the end) was in the best sense of 
the term "scripted": 

May 13 was a nice sunny day. Suddenly Khvyl'ovyi rang and called Mykola 
to the phone. He said, "Hurovych, it's a nice day today. Come to my place, my 
friend, and we'll go for a walk in the park." 

Mykola was quite puzzled as he walked away from the phone. It' d been 
such a long time since he had seen Khvyl'ovyi. Almost a year since they last 
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spoke, even though Khvyl'ovyi lived in the same building and only a few steps 
from our apartment. Mykola went. Somehow he later described it to me: 

At Khvyl'ovyi's place he met Dosvitnyi, Vyshnia, Epik, DniprovsTcyi, 
Iohansen, Arkadii Liubchenko, and one other man. He was surprised that 
Khvyl'ovyi had invited such a large company for a walk in the park. 
Khvyl'ovyi began serving tea; his mood was agitated, and elevated, and 
purposefully gay. Nobody thought this strange. It was obvious to everyone: 
the arrest of Ialovyi was a complete blow; most powerful, perhaps, for 
Khvyl'ovyi. Everybody seemed depressed. Some were drinking tea and the 
host took a guitar and began singing the words of Pushkin's poem "Besy": 

XoTb y6en, cjieaa He bhaho; 
CÕHJiHCb mm. Hto AeJiaTb HaM! 
B nojie 6ec Hac boaht, bhaho, 
fla KpyatHT no CTOpOHaM . . . 

After this he put down the guitar and went into his study. Suddenly 
everyone heard a loud shot from the study. When they ran in Khvyl'ovyi was 
sitting in his chair, a trickle of blood was flowing from his right temple and 
falling drop by drop onto the floor; his hand with the colt in it was drooping, 
and the colt fell out of it. My husband ran with horror into the room and 
shouted: 

Khvyl'ovyi has shot himself!6 

Apart from his sense of the dramatic, and his underlying and pervasive 
autothematism, this event points to another essential feature Khvyl'ovyi shares 
with other powerful writers: his profound, uncanny ability to program his own 
reception. In his case, this higher performance - his playing out both a role and 
a fatum - is expanded into his afterlife. 

Immediately after his death, Khvyrovyi's image and persona begin to as- 
sume iconic and cultic and even mythic dimensions. The funeral orations 
themselves, despite their (obviously officially inspired) castigations of the 
suicidal act, depict him as unquestionably the central player in the literary 
process.7 In short order, in Soviet Ukraine any positive remembrance was 
quickly suppressed and for subsequent decades, up to the final collapse of the 
Soviet Union, Khvyl'ovyi became the single most vilified Ukrainian writer and 
public figure in the scholarly and parascholarly discourse (considerably more 
so than Vynnychenko and HrushevsTcyi, and unquestionably more than the 
avowed nationalist enemy, Dontsov). Outside the totalitarian realm, however, 
the growth of Khvyl'ovyi's reputation was intense. Initially, it was possible for 
a critic like Mykhailo RudnytsTcyi to maintain a distanced attitude, to see him 
as part of a modernist current, but without apologia and even with some irony 
and scepticism.8 But this was the exception. Writing immediately after 
Khvyl'ovyi's death, Dmytro Dontsov saw him as the ideal incarnation of the 
Ukrainian will to resist or perish in the struggle, indeed implicitly as his own - 
Dontsov' s - alter ego and emanation.9 By the tenth anniversary of 
Khvyl'ovyi's death, at the height of World War II, his heroization was in full 
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bloom: as reflected in the memoirs of Arkadii Liubchenko,10 Khvyl'ovyi was 
again depicted as a preternatural force of will and emotion, as a moral leader, 
and virtually as a prescient, self-sacrificing national martyr. Two years earlier, 
as he began his diary in a Kharkiv that had just been - as he then saw it - 
liberated by the Germans, Liubchenko turns to Khvyl'ovyi in the very first 
lines: 

Away from Moscow! Do you hear, My kola? If you were around now, you'd 
be with us!11 

For Olena Teliha, who also wrote around this time (and undoubtedly under 
the influence of Dontsov, her erstwhile lover and editor), Khvyl'ovyi had 
become a moral, and national, and voluntarist standard.12 Ievhen Malaniuk, 
writing a few years later (and somewhat less rhapsodically than Teliha, but 
with no less passion and with characteristic verve) saw Khvyl'ovyi as the 
examplar not only of will (the Dontsovian formula), but of reason and of a 
sublime sense of the cause. Characteristically, too, Malaniuk was able to see 
and articulate the reciprocal scripting that occurs in Khvyl'ovyi's life and art. 
"Khvyl'ovyi," he wrote, "was sovereign not so much in art - for this was but 
one of the manifestations of his creative being - as in life. Thus, too, his death 
carries the same sign of sovereignty as does his life."13 

In subsequent decades this line evolved into a curious, but hardly unique 
hybrid of exegesis and scholarship combined with apologia and hero-worship, 
as in the writings of Hryhorii Kostiuk, Iurii Lavrinenko, Iurii Boiko-Blokhyn, 
and Yuri Sherekh-Shevelov. Apart from these literary critics, there were also 
such political activists as Vasyl' Hryshko and Ivan Maistrenko, for whom 
Khvyl'ovyi was a basic touchstone for their vision of Ukraine and its recent 
past. The cult of Khvyl'ovyi also begat a counteroffensive among the right- 
wing nationalists who saw in Khvyl'ovyi's national communism only the com- 
munism - and behind it the hand of the Cheka. In a classically naive reading, 
which mirrors - albeit without the introspection - and thus parodies the per- 
spective of Malaniuk, art and life were again blurred, and Khvyl'ovyi, with all 
apparent seriousness, was condemned as the Chekist who in his fanaticism 
killed his own mother; his story "la (Romantyka)," after all, was tangible proof 
of this.14 This and other such naive readings, however, should not be simply 
laughed off. Despite their aggressive and largely inarticulate form, they inti- 
mate a deeper level - even while they are unable to see beyond the mimetic, the 
overtly biographical, and, of course, the ideological. 

In a word, the cult of Khvyl'ovyi and then the polarization of his reception, 
his posthumous existence as both hero and bête noir, attest to a remarkably 
powerful symbolic legacy or indeed biography. The question that must now be 
addressed is how this phenomenon is in turn scripted, encoded, and pro- 
grammed by a deeper symbolic autobiography. 
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* 

Part of the answer - in effect, its textual basis - inheres in the fact that 
Khvyl'ovyi's prose, virtually the entire corpus, is highly autothematic and self- 
referential, from the early stories of Syni etiudy such as "Zhyttia" and 
"Redaktor Kark" (1923), to such late pieces as "Z laboratorii*" (1931). There 
are various subsets to this. For one, to a greater or lesser degree many of the 
works are metathematic and appear almost as exercises or fugues on the 
process of creation - most overtly "Vstupna novelia," "Redaktor Kark," and 
"Arabesky." In others, such as "Povisf pro sanatoriinu zonu" or "Z laboratorii" 
the meta- or autothematic coexists with a developed, coherent plot and story, 
which in this coexistence, however, is subtly subverted or decentered. As 
various critics have noticed - even while the term may not have been used and 
the systematics not always recognized - the entire corpus of Khvyl'ovyi's 
prose, his essential style, is highly intertextual. Literature, literary allusions, 
scenes, characters, topoi, devices, and so on are not only continually intro- 
duced, varied, and parodied, but this very mode is thematized and toyed with. 
Not infrequently this is done with a satiric purpose: the conventions and 
expectations of the readership or of a genre are conjured up only to be mocked. 
Thus, for example, in "Redaktor Kark": 

Moï J1K>6Í HHTani!  npOCTHH i 3pO3yMÍJIHH JIHCT.  Ä 6OK)Cb, mo BH MOK> 
HOBejiK) He AOHHTaeTe ao kíh^. Bh b JiaóeTax npocBÍTflHCbKo'í JirrepaTypH. 
I sí noBa^caio. Ta KcxaŒOMy cbíh nac. Tbophth to e tbophth. fla. (1:135) 

Or the unabashedly mocking opening of "Z laboratorii": 

ÜHCLMeHHHK BHpilIIHB HailHCaTH pOMaH. ÜHCbMeHHHK 6yB He 30BCÍM 

6e3flapHHH (TaK npHHaftMHi aBTOpHTeTHa KpHTHKa 3aüBHJia) i 6e3nepe<íHO 
6jIH3bKHH IipOJieTapiilTOBi. 

Ajie npo mo nncaTH? - no/jyMaB nncbMeHHHK. - upo CTapi nacH? Hi b 

moMy pa3Ü upo öyAeHHi, hciiomíthí apíõhhhj? Hi 3a mo! Tpe6a nncaTH npo 
BejiHKi noAiï HaiiiHx ahíb. 

XtO pOÓHTb nOAiï,  ÜHCbMeHHHKOBi BÍAOMO: ÏX pOÓHTb pOÖiTHHHO- 
ceji^HCbKa Maca! Bíaomo iíoMy i 3a hhïm npoBOAOM: 3a npOBOAOM 
KOMymcTHHHOï napTiï. (3:155) 

The satiric and parodie effect is augmented by the fact that these obsequious 
desiderata are not followed at all, and the narrative, like a runaway horse, 
cannot be controlled by the socialist-realist bridle. 

Even on the surface level, however, the intertextuality, Khvyl'ovyi's 
"literaturshchyna," is not solely determined by a satiric or even ironic thrust.15 
To be sure, the very fact of drawing one's characters, for example, from the 
existing "classical" repertoire - the male lead, say, from Dostoevsky (Dmytrii 
Karamazov) and the servant woman from KotsiubynsTcyi's "Smikh" (in 
"Val'dshnepy") - having the heroine's father (in "Iz Varynoï biohrafiï") be a 
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stock character from the vaudeville stage who can only repeat one and the same 
line, cannot but be seen as something ironic and comic. It is also very much in 
the air at that time. Without having to refer to the catalog-mantra of distant 
"great masters" ("Joyce, Proust, Gide, Kafka, Mann"),16 one can find more 
proximate examples, of, say, a Bulgakov or a Witkacy, or better still among the 
representatives of the Ukrainian avant-garde. Maik Iohansen in his masterful 
"Podorozh uchenoho Doktora Leonardo ..." for example, programmatically 
reverses the centrality of landscape and characters - not throughout, but often 
and in various key scenes. The characters, in short, are movable and inter- 
changeable cardboard figures. According to the author's tongue-in-cheek, ge- 
neric self-definition ("quoted" as he says in his English-language prefatory 
note, "for the use of critics only"), his is a "landscape novel," "something that 
has never been deliberately attempted before."17 This process of debunking and 
dematerializing not only conventions, but such seemingly indispensable liter- 
ary structures or building blocks as character and plot is part of the poetics of 
both expressionism and surrealism, and in terms of the latter was strongly 
represented in the Ukrainian avant-garde theater by Les' Kurbas. 

In Khvyl'ovyi's prose, intertextuality appears as a profound and ironic sense 
that the repertoire of literature (implicitly all literature) can be reduced to a kind 
of cultural shorthand, or, indeed, a detritus of culture. In terms of this implicit 
"poetics of impermanence and contingency" there seems to be a resonance 
between Khvyl'ovyi and his near-contemporary, the remarkable Polish prose 
writer Bruno Schulz.18 But more than philosophical, or culturological, or even 
satiric commentary, intertextuality provides for Khvyl'ovyi a narrative drive, a 
mode of self-assertion. For what must be stressed is that the core of his 
intertextuality is actualized in terms of his own works. In a word, the individual 
stories constitute, or at least repeatedly allude to an overarching "master narra- 
tive." Not only do particular stories link up in almost sequential narrative (the 
most obvious "continuation," for example, is between "la (Romantyka)" and 
"Povisf pro sanatoriinu zonu") or "recapitulate" one another (for example, the 
scenes of the communist's retreat in "la (Romantyka)" and "Iz Varynoï 
biohrafîï"), but they also project a powerful sense that they are continually 
circling around, reflecting and refracting one, basic, even if dimly perceived ur- 
story. The analogy to fragment-variants of a large, central mythos is inescap- 
able. A full exposition of this requires a close reading that cannot be provided 
in the space available here. But one key moment, at once highly cathectic and 
traumatic, may serve as an example. 

As can be seen from both the history of Khvyl'ovyi's reception sketched out 
above and from even a cursory reading of his major works, one of the most 
central, most memorable and unnerving scenes in his corpus is the killing of the 
mother in "la (Romantyka)." It is a scene that in purely literary, i.e., artistic, 
dramatic terms would presumably be entirely self-sufficient and in a sense 
closed off from further narration. In a word, it should not be repeated. But 
repeated it is. And more than once. It recurs or is "varied" in a different key in 
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"Val'dshnepy" when in the very first chapter Dmytrii Karamazov, who is 
growing more and more estranged from his wife Hanna, has a fleeting thought 
about doing away with her: 

CcTb! - noflyMaB flMHTpitt i TyT xe no ôomo BKycHB cbok) ry6y: HOMy 
panTOM cnajio Ha AyMKy noKÍHHHTH 3 FaHHOio. 

Ajie BKycHB BÎH ry6y He TOMy, mo HacyBaeTbca mpcb TparinHe, a TOMy, 
mo 3raAaB: TaKa TpareAifl no cyTi 6yjia bäc Xi6a ije He FaHHy bìh 

po3CTpiji^B KOJiHCb, y nacH rpoMaA*HCbKoï bíííhh, 6ijin SKorocb 

npOBÍHH,ÍHHOrO MOHaCTHp^? 
3Haem mo, FaHHycio, panTOM KHHyB KapaMa3OB. - Ä 3apa3 AyMaB npo 

Te6e i noAyMaB, mo th BocKpecjia. ̂ k u,e po3yMÍTH? (2:289-90) 

Irony? Yes. Intertextuality? Of course. But clearly there is more here than just 
that. In "Arabesky," which presumably Khvyl'ovyi wrote just before "la 
(Romantyka)," but which actually was published a few years later, the narrator 
muses in one of his constant digressions: 

I a, pOMaHTHK, 3aKoxaHHii y cbok) HapeneHy, 3HOBy 6any ïï cipooKoio 
rapüHOK) IOHKOK) 3 óarp^HOK) nojiocKOK) Ha npocTpijiemii cKpOHi. BoHa 

3aTyjiHJia paHy ̂ MyTOM AyxMimoro neöpeuio h MHHTb no jiaHax nacy b 

6e3CMepTTJL (1:403) 

What emerges here, as I see it, is that the generating force is not literary or 
stylistic or ironic, but psychological. Khvyl'ovyi, as one can easily demon- 
strate, is often obsessed with certain elemental events or scenes - and this 
strongly suggests the working of, or an opening to the preconscious or uncon- 
scious levels. 

* 

On the most basic level the question of role is the question of self-definition. In 
"Vstupna novelia," for example, a story specifically designed as an introduc- 
tion to Khvyl'ovyi's collected works (Tvory, 1927) and as such turned into a 
very paragon of meta- and autothematism, its plot - its digressive and self- 
referential musings aside - is meant to recount how the writer was obliged by 
his editors and publishers to write an introductory novella. In effect, it is a 
drawn-out baring of the device - of the writer entering the role of writer. In 
"Arabesky" this construction/deconstruction of the persona, the hero of the 
story, is bared even further. The narrator, Nicolas (the same name that is 
applied to the author-narrator in "Vstupna novelia"), weaves his hyper-roman- 
tic (i.e., basically potboiler) biography, of being Soireil, the illegitimate and 
abandoned son of some functionary and so on, only to seemingly get bored 
with it and debunk it all as simple role playing. When the woman he is telling 
this to asks him to continue with the plot ("Cjiyxaft Nicolas! Amo* aajii? ̂ k 
Äe 3 tboïm HHHOBHHKOM?") he responds: "Mapie! Th HaiBHHHaeui. Hi^oro 
nofliÖHoro He 6yjio. ft tìjii>kh npimic to6ì 3anax cjiOBa" (1:397). 19 At times, 
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the question of role and role playing is specifically bared, as in the late story "Z 
laboratorii": 

MapneHKO rent Hinoro He roBOpHB, bìh TÎJibKH 3piAKa no3HpaB Ha TOBapHiiia 

Xpyma, i B fioro norjiaAi 6yjio CTÍJibKH AOÓpOAyuíHoi ipomï, hí6h bíh 

Ahbhbcü He Ha Aopocjioro Kojik) a Ha Kojik> CTpameHHO MajieHbKoro, mo, 

CKa>KÍM, 3 UÍJIKOM CepHO3HOK) MÍHOK) Tpae ÜKyCb pOJIK), JHta HOMy 3OBCÍM He 

niA CHJiy i ma itoro poÓHTb Hafl3BHHaftHO komíhhhm. (3: 175) 

In fact, virtually all the lead characters in Khvyl'ovyi's prose, i.e., those who 
carry the cathectic line of the narrative, are in some fashion conscious of 
playing a part. In the story "Pudel'," the main character, Saihor, is the one who 
provides the perspective - through a clashing mix of irony, trenchant observa- 
tion, and overflowing sentiment - on a wandering company of students and 
actors and on their somewhat comical and somewhat erotic outing. Saihor' s 
inability to engage in the erotic play is ultimately revealed as the inability to see 
the person behind the stereotyped role and with that the inability to be oneself 
in the presence of the other, in a word, a paralysis of self-consciousness: 
"Caftrop noayMaB: mo CKa3ara b ueö momcht? mo Ka«:yTb y i^eñ momcht?" 
(1:359). His uncanny feeling that there is an inner double watching our actions 
is something to which we shall turn in a moment. The most direct articulation 
of the paralyzing and yet manic, or hysterical sense of role occurs in the story 
"la (Romantyka)": 

Ybíhiiiob AereHepaT. Bíh paAHTb Mem oajioähth rìjisl Pi p03Ì6paTH 

no3aneproBy cnpaßy: 
TijibKH ho npHBejiH 3 ropoAa HOBy rpyny BepcajibuJB, 3AaeTbCü, bcì 

MepHHH,Ì, BOHH Ha pHHKy BCJIH OABepTariTaUlK) npOTH KOMyHH. 
5[ BXOAHB b pojiK). TyMaH CTOüB iiepeA OHHMa, i a 6yB y tìm CTaHi, jikhh 

MOmUdL KBaJlÌ(J)ÌKyBaTH, UK HaA3BHHaHHHH eKCTa3. 

9Í raAaio, wp b TaKÌM CTam c|)aHaTHKH huijih Ha CBümeHHy BiííHy. 5{ 

nÌAÌHinoB ao BÍKHa h cKa3aB: 
- BeAiTb! (2:43-44) 

In the social context, role is what one is cast into - with the resultant all- 
encompassing feelings of helplessness and indeed infantilization. In "Revizor," 
a story which arguably examines the very paradigm of typecasting, of the 
ontology of role, so to say, one of the lead characters, Valentyn BrodsTcyi, a 
reporter for a provincial newspaper, is put in the role of attending to the Very 
Important Guest from the big city, who is nothing short of the bared 
intertextual "revizor" (even though his name is Topchenko, not Khlestakov). In 
the process everything that Valentyn does or tries to do - especially in the eyes 
of his wife, Lesia, who provides the cathectic core of the story - only confirms 
his provincial character: 

. . . BajieHTHHOBi B3arajii cboroAHi He iuacTHJio, u,e Jlecü OApa3y ä 
noMÍTHJia. Bíh Becb nac HaMaraBCü 6vth po3b'.«3hhm, AOTenHHM i 3obcím He 
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npOBÍHijiajiOM, ajie i floro B'iOHKa MopHeHbKa i ocTaTOHHO He My ah* 

cf)irypKa i floro 6aHajibHÍ flOTeriH i, Hapeiini, floro Majio npHxoBaHe 
öa^caHHü 4<noKa3aTH ce6e" nepea peBÍ3opoM - Bee ue KpacHOMOBHO 
niAKpecjiiOBajio, mo bíh npoBimjiaji, mo bíh Bce TaKH mm He Mo^Ke 

3pÍBH^THc^í 3 TonneHKOM. (3:80) 

As in Gombrowicz's notion of gçba, which is developed with such accuracy 
and comical variety in Ferdydurke, the "mug" or mask that is pasted on you 
when you are typecast is so powerful - everything you say or do only confirms 
it - that only the most radical, and seemingly bizarre, countermeasures may 
(perhaps) suffice in tearing it off. 

In Khvyl'ovyi, the sheer presence and variety of such masks, which are 
mostly traps upon which role and role playing devolve, is remarkable. Whether 
in the early "Arabesky," "la (Romantyka)" or "Povisf pro sanatoriinu zonu," or 
such late works as "Revizor," or "Z laboratorii," the sense of playing roles or 
having them thrust upon you is highly marked. In "Val'dshnepy," a work whose 
political concerns edge it perilously close to a publicistic treatise rather than a 
novel, but which, nonetheless, maintains a sparkling artistic integrity, the ques- 
tion of role and the pasted-on "mug" is couched in social, and historical, and 
cultural terms. Specifically, the opposition between things Russian and things 
Ukrainian which animates the plot and the discourse of the novel and which, 
characteristically, is also grounded in sexuality, in a battle of the sexes, serves 
to reveal the mask/trap of the Ukrainian "national character," its role as a 
device for ready typization and stereotypization: once Dmytrii Karamazov and 
Ahlaia enter their respective Ukrainian and Russian roles they seem to become 
permanently scripted, at least in the narrative of the novel. This also becomes, 
of course, grist for the mill of an obligatory and invidious urban/rural, center/ 
provinces dichotomy, which now, in turn, is material for an (all too predictable) 
postcolonial hermeneutics. 

* 

The work in which roles and role playing attain the greatest complexity, and 
clearly link up with the deeper psychological frame that underlies Khvyrovyi's 
oeuvre is "Povisf pro sanatoriinu zonu." Insofar as it forms a diptych with the 
somewhat earlier "la (Romantyka)" one needs to begin with the latter, how- 
ever. In effect, in "la (Romantyka)" role and role playing are revealed as 
internal psychic processes, and the whole is indeed recast as a psychodrama. 
While a closer analysis of this diptych is a task for the future, one can note that 
in "la (Romantyka)" (and in contrast to "Povisf pro sanatoriinu zonu") the 
prioritization of the symbolic over the mimetic (which is a key to the Romantic 
mode here) and with it the introduction of "archetypical" moments is a clear 
indication that the story will unfold in internal, not external space. Thus, the 
struggle between the Bolsheviks and their opponents is largely cast as a "uni- 
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versal" opposition, i.e., as if in terms of the Paris Commune of 1870, with such 
designations as "insurgenty," "versal'tsi," "komunary" - although the very spe- 
cific Cheka, to which the autobiographic narrator belongs, also figures in the 
story. Most tellingly, the elements of plot and the details, which in realist 
fiction would occupy center stage - precisely as the means for establishing 
verisimilitude and the discourse of social relevance - are here programmati- 
cally distorted. Thus, on the one hand the stylized ("Romantic") setting and on 
the other the bared schematism of the non-dialogue of the narrator's interroga- 
tion of a couple brought before the revolutionary tribunal: 

. . . ITopTbepa po3ABHHyjiacb, i b miPi Ka6iHeT yBittinjio aboc: aceHiuHHa b 

Tpaypi h MyatHHHa b neHCHe. Bohh 6yjiH ocTaTOHHo HajiaicaHi 
oócTaHOBKOio: apHCTOKpaTHHHa po3KÍiu, khjiaí nopTpeTH i po3rapAÍ^ui - 

ñopo;»™ njiüiiiKH, peBOJibBepH ü chhíh UHrapKOBHH ahm. 
ü: 
- Bama 4>aMÍJii^? 
- 3eT! 
- Bama (J)aMÍJiiii? 
- IrpeK! 
My^HHHa 3Í6paB tohkí 36jiíajií ryÓH i BnaB y 6e3napAOHHO-njiaKCHBHH 

toh: bíh npocHB mhjiocth. 3KeHiijHHa BTHpajia njiaTKOM ohí. 
51: 
- fle Bac 3a6pajiH? 
- TaM-To! 
- 3a mo Bac 3a6pajiH? 
-3a Te-To! (2:42) 

The bared schematism only reafirms the fact that the only important mo- 
ment is the psychodrama itself. The revolutionary tribunal - the sadistic, 
Lenin-like idealogue Dr. Tahabat, the quintessentially brutal "dégénérât," the 
"humanistically" weak-willed Andriusha - are basically all fragments of the 
"ia," the ego, who is telling the story. There are numerous hints to this effect, 
for example, this concerning Dr. Tahabat at the beginning of the story: "IJeü 
AOKTOp Í3 IlIHpOKHM JI060M i 6ÍJIOK) J1HCHHOK), 3 XOJIOAHHM pO3yMOM i 3 

KaMeHeM 3aMicTb cepa*, ije xl bíh i mía 6e3BHxiflHHñ xa3^ÏH, mííí 3BÍpüHHñ 
íhcthhkt^' (2:37). At another point he thinks of his mother and that she shares 
the attitudes of the old order, the "versal'tsi," and then his thought takes this 
turn: 

I toaí, 36eHTe^KeHHH, 3aneBHJHo ce6e, mo ije HenpaBAa, mo mmoï MaTepi 
HeMa nepeAi mhoio, mo i^e He öijibiiie, jik (J)aHTOM. 

- OaHTOM? - 3HOBy 3ApnrHyB ä. 
Hi, caMe 14e - HenpaBAa! TyT y thxííí KiMHaTi, mo^ MaTH He OaHTOM, a 

nacTHHa Moro BJiacHoro 3aohuhhozo "ü", üKOMy si Aaio bojiio. TyT, y 
rjiyxoMy 3aKVTKy, Ha Kpaio ropOAa, ü xoBaio bía rijibOTHHH oahh KiHeub 
CBoeï Ayuii. (2:39-40) 
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The purpose or teleology of the story - and the very fact that its plot is symboli- 
cally coded makes this a story that indeed has a core purpose and essence - is 
to show that here the ego cannot hold its various parts, that its unity is torn 
between what appears to be revolutionary zeal, fanatical possession by the idea, 
and an inner world of feeling symbolized by Maria, the mother-lover. As he is 
goaded by Dr. Tahabat, in effect his "revolutionary" convictions, to pronounce 
the death sentence on his mother, the narrator sums up his quandary, the ego- 
split itself: 

TaK cxonHJiH Hapeuni h apyraft Kmeub Moeï Ay mi! B;»te He nifly si Ha Kpaft 
ropoaa 3J1OHHHHO xoBaTH ce6e. I Tenep si Maio oaho tìjii>kh npaßo: 

 
HÌKOMy, HÌK0J1H H HÍHOrO He TOBOpHTH, ÜK pO3KOJIOJIOCb MO6 

BJiacHe "a." (2:45) 

In light of this structure, the final killing of the mother, adumbrated as it is 
by echoes of the killing of Andrii by Taras Bulba, can only be seen as the 
killing of an innermost presence and value, in effect the anima. For its part, the 
symbolic meaning of "la (Romantyka)" must be seen as a confrontation with 
the shadow, an encounter with the darkness within - and an implicit concession 
that that encounter is fatal for the integrity of the ego. 

This fatalism is given profound elaboration in "Povisf pro sanatoriinu 
zonu." If "la (Romantyka)" presents but the bared rudiments of the psycho- 
drama (albeit programmatically), and also presents the killing of the anima- 
mother as still only an implicit suicide, "Povisf pro sanatoriinu zonu" develops 
both the psychodrama and the suicide with various nuances of mirroring and 
fragmentation. Significantly, the narrative is now full of seemingly realist 
action, dialogue, and detail; at the same time, the underlying symbolic cast of 
the work is evident, particularly its central feature - the duplication of roles and 
hypostases, the mirroring, reflection, and refraction of the ego. While seem- 
ingly endowed with existential autonomy - in "la (Romantyka)," in contrast, 
the various major characters are shown as but projections of the central "la" - 
the characters here are still fictional creations in the diary of Khora ("the sick 
one"). And Khora herself is dying of consumption; from the content and 
style - and the very voice of her entries - she clearly is also a hypostasis of 
Khvyl'ovyi himself. The general atmosphere of the sanatorium, and of the story 
itself, appears to be one of interpenetrated reality and illusion, overlayered with 
a hysterical energy that is most concentrated in the figures of the anarkh and of 
Khlonia - who are clearly parodie projections of the author, the former as the 
archetypical anarchist (removing the suffix from his name, as the narrator says, 
reveals his hairy nature even further), the revolutionary sick with his own 
messianic and reformist zeal, the modern Savonarola (which his lover, Maia, 
ironically punctures as "Savonarolichka") and the latter as the hopelessly senti- 
mental and weak would-be poet. The dramatic counterforce, Karno, the 
metranpazh - literally the page setter - on the surface, the epitome of mali- 
cious scepticism and mockery, is also quite evidently a dramatized incarnation 
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of the author's own critical distance and ubiquitous irony; his role, after all, 
incarnates the final stage - going even beyond that of editor (viz. the 
autothematic Redaktor Kark) - of preparing the text before it goes to the 
reader: the ultimate superego. (Characteristically, in this regard, the concluding 
authorial profession de foi also includes ironic and prescient references to the 
coming new order where everything will be written with the censor in mind.) 

With great psychological acuity, the ambient hysteria of the main authorial 
projections, the anarkh and Khlonia, is shown to be deeply rooted in sexual 
anxiety, and in the case of the anarkh and Maia (whose name, as we are 
reminded in an anonymous letter to the former, is that of an Indian goddess of 
illusion) an ongoing, irresolvable, and destructive battle of the sexes. In the 
spirit of D. H. Lawrence and anticipating such writers as Gombrowicz, 
Khvyl'ovyi clearly also distrusts all desexualized ideas. 

The essential permutation in "Povisf pro sanatoriinu zonu" is that of 
doubling, not only of the more evident pairs, the anarkh and Khlonia, Maia and 
the nurse Katria, and so on, but also of the anarkh and Karno who is described 
not only as a provincial Mephistopheles but as the anarWs double.20 The play 
of doubles, as of the thematically stressed ego-split in "la (Romantyka)," 
reconfirms both the symbolic and the psychological coding of the work, and 
with it Khvyl'ovyi's pervasive self-thematization, the ever-present mirror im- 
age, where he is both author and critic, inspired creator and ironic commenta- 
tor. In terms of the dramatic - and symbolic - movement of the story, the 
culminating moment in this play of duality devolves upon the double suicide of 
Khlonia and the anarkh. 

* 

Suicide must surely be seen as a key to Khvyl'ovyi's symbolic self-presenta- 
tion. Its obsessive presence in his work, and the range of its guises or disguises 
is striking in and of itself. Its shadow is implied in "Redaktor Kark," where the 
title character cannot but dwell on the pistol in his desk - with the growing 
intimation that he will ultimately use it. In "Zavulok," the cental character, the 
Chekistka Mariana decides to commit suicide by getting infected with syphilis. 
A peculiarly bizarre twist occurs in "Lehenda" where the woman-warrior, in 
order to become a legend and a martyr, chooses her own death - by impale- 
ment. In "Val'dshnepy" putting a bullet in one's head is mentioned as if 
casually, in the course of a spat between Dmytrii Karamazov and his wife 
Hanna. In "Povisf pro sanatoriinu zonu," as just noted, there are two suicides 
by drowning, but since one is the shadow of the other, it basically relates to one 
core death fantasy. In "Z laboratorii," the rather hysterical Lida Spyrydonova 
asks her companion (whom she renames Potop or Potopchyk) to throw her into 
the river. As already noted, the killing of the mother in "la (Romantyka)," to 
the extent that it is a killing of the anima is also a symbolic suicide. In the late 
story "Maty" (1930) - a work that echoes Taras Bulha and resonates with 
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Tychyna's, and IanovsTcyi's, images of fratricidal civil war - the death of the 
mother at the hands of her son, Andrii, who thinks he is killing his brother, 
Ostap, is a function of her own desire to die. And this list is hardly complete. 

The point here, however, is not so much to mark an obsessive presence - 

although even more remarkable, perhaps, is the fact of how consistently this 
key moment has been ignored in the critical literature - as to underline the 
existence in Khvyl'ovyi's work of a highly unified psychic space which ani- 
mates his works and gives them their remarkable power. The specific and 
interrelated components of this psychological force field are several - the role 
of the writer and his will, his sheer voluntarism, which is linked in his con- 
sciousness with his inescapable sense of playing roles (which prominently also 
includes the roles of both writer and political pamphleteer and activist), with an 
almost paralyzing self-consciousness. The resultant sense of virtually autono- 
mous subunits of the self, of an ego-split that moves, as is so masterfully shown 
in "Povisf pro sanatoriinu zonu," into virtually clinically accurate dissociation. 
And the fear of such dissociation becomes a theme in its own right, viz. "Z 
laboratorii." 

But surely there must be more; surely the suicide fantasy, and the underlying 
psychic anxieties do not exhaust the picture. The attempt at providing a narra- 
tive, a story line that approximates the autobiography that we have been 
alluding to will need to build on a closer analysis of Khvyl'ovyi's work, an 
analysis that is still a task for the future. One can, however, postulate some 
functions - and in this fashion perhaps intimate the outlines of the plot into 
which Khvyl'ovyi feels himself inscripted. 

On the articulated, textually given level, suicide for Khvyl'ovyi appears as a 
moment of acceptance of one's own fatedness, one's need not to hold on to life 
at any cost, but precisely by letting it go to merge with the higher purpose of 
things. Near the end of "Povisf pro sanatoriinu zonu," for example, the anarkh 
has a vision of "the other side of reality" and it draws him with inexorable 
strength: 

3a fleKijibKa tcmhhx toahh ociHHboï TeMpüBH nepeA hhm npoftuiJio crijibKH 
npHMap i cnoraAiß, CKijibKH bíh He 6aHHB 3a Bee CBoe aunra. Bíh ocTaTOHHo 
BHpiuiHB, mo B*e He icHye, mo MeuiKae "Ha TOMy 6oui" peajibHocra. I bíh He 
TijibKH npHMHpHBCfl 3 hhm, HOMy HaBÍTb paAicHO õyjio, mo bíh y:»íe, Hapeiuri 
TaK npocTO, 6e3 ycüKHx nepeuiKOA, nonaB y ußVi hcbíaomhh Kpaft. (2:167) 

In "Maty," the death wish is put even more directly and simply: 
I panTOM npHHuiJia MaTepi AyMica, mo Himoro KouiMapy HeMa i mo Bee, mo 
AieTbCü 3apa3, e 3BHHaïïHe h npHpoAHe üBHiue. I kojih BOHa He Mo^e 
3pO3yMÌTH HbOrO, TO BOHa, 3HaHHTb, OA^KHJia B*e CBÌH HaC, i, 3HaHHTb, Ha ÏÏ 
3eMHe MÍCUe npHHIIIJIH HOBÌ JIIOAH, 3 HOBHMH AyMKaMH H 3 HOBHMH, 
AajieKHMH ïh öa^caHHüMH. I toaí 3axoTÍJiocb MaTepi BMepTH. (2:367) 

In the larger frame of Khvyl'ovyi's work, suicide, the readiness to take 
ultimate control and disposition of one's life, functions as an act of radical 
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authenticity, a moment when one finds the self without the masks of the ego, 
and without imposed roles. As unexpected, unsanctioned, and even "bizarre" as 
it may appear to others (and the variants of suicide just noted seem precisely to 
test believability, let alone social decorum), it becomes an ultimate assertion of 
freedom. Against the background of the totalitarian night, it became - as his 
reception confirmed - precisely an act of assertion, not negation. 

In effect, the suicide that is so marked in Khvyl'ovyi's fiction establishes the 
basic teleology of Khvyl'ovyi's symbolic self-representation, or what we can 
still, most generally, call symbolic autobiography. It does so not solely because 
of the undercurrent of morbidity (although this aspect of his shadow also needs 
to be examined), and perhaps not only because of his sense of an overarching 
fatum looming over him and his generation, but because for all his love of life, 
and openness to play, his sense of self was finally so uncompromising. 
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NOTES 

1. See George G. Grabowicz, "The Nexus of the Wake," in Eucharisterion. 
Essays Presented to Omeljan Pritsak on His Sixtieth Birthday by His 
Colleagues and Students (Cambridge, MA, 1980), pp. 320-47 [^Har- 
vard Ukrainian Studies 3-4]', and, The Poet as Mythmaker (Cambridge, 
MA, 1982). See also idem, "Z problematyky symvolichnoï avtobiohrafiï 
u Mitskevycha i Shevchenka," in V litopys shany i lubovi, ed. V. S. 
Borodin et al. (Kyiv, 1989), pp. 51-63. 

2. See George G. Grabowicz, "Vozhdivstvo i rozdvoiennia: tema 
"vallenrodyzmu" v tvorakh Franka," Suchasnist' 1997(11): 113-38. 

3. See Bogulaw Bakula, Oblicza autotematyzmu (Poznan, 1991). 
4. See Who's Writing This? Notations on the Authorial /, with Self-Por- 

traits, ed. Daniel Halpern (Hopewell, NJ, 1995). 
5. See George G. Grabowicz, "Shevchenko iakoho ne znaiemo," 

Suchasnist' 1992(11): 100-112. 

6. See "Spohady pro Mykolu Kulisha," in Mykola Kulish, Tvory (New 
York, 1955), pp. 365-433, esp. pp. 415-20. All of the people mentioned 
here were prominent writers of the time; virtually all were members of 
VAPLITE, the literary group Khvyrovyi had helped to found in 1925. It 
was disbanded by the regime in 1928. 

7. See, for example, Literaturna hazeta 27 May 1933: 2; cf. Mykola 
Khvyl'ovyi, Tvory v p'iat'okh tomakh (New York, 1986) (henceforth: 
Tvory), vol. 5, pp. 137-48. 

8. See M. RudnytsTcyi, Vid Myrnoho do KhvyVovoho (Lviv, 1936). 
9. Cf. "Mykola Khvyl'ovyi," Literaturno-naukovyi visnyk, 1933 (cf. Tvory, 

vol. 5, pp. 439ff.). The resonance between Dontsov and Khvyl'ovyi 
clearly requires a separate inquiry. 

10. See Arkadii Liubchenko, "Ioho taiemnytsia" (1943); cf. Khvyl'ovyi, 
Tvory, vol. 5, pp. 87-112. 

11. Shchodennyk Arkadiia Liubchenka, ed. Iurii Lutslcyi [George S. N. 
Luckyj] (Lviv and New York, 1999), p. 7. 

12. See Olena Teliha, "Partachi zhyttia"; cf. Tvory, vol. 5, pp. 472-74. 
13. Malaniuk, "13 travnia 1933 r."; cf. Tvory vol. 5, pp. 468-69. 
14. See, for example, V. Koval, ed., Na sud ukraïns'koï emihratsiï 

"natsional-komunizm"-khvyl'ovyzm ta ioho propahatoriv! (Materialy z 
perevedenoï aktsiï u SShA i v Kanadi) (New York-Toronto, 1959). Cf. 
also the bibliography in Tvory, vol. 5, pp. 691-786. 

15. For irony in Khvyl'ovyi, see M. Shkandrii, "Irony in the Works of 
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Mykola Khvyl'ovyi," In Working Order: Essays in Honor of George S. 
N. Luckyj (Edmonton, 1990), pp. 90-102. 

16. Ibid., p. 100. 

17. See Maik Iohansen, Podorozh uchenoho Doktor a Leonarda i ioho 
maibutn'oï kokhanky prekrasnoï Alche sty u slobozhans'ku Shvaitsariiu 
(Kharkiv, 1930). 

18. See Bruno Schulz, Sklepy cynamonowe / Sanitorium pod klepsydrq, 4th 
ed. (Cracow, 1992), particularly the "Traktat o manekinach," pp. 35-39. 

19. In a ground-breaking essay on "Khvyrovyi without politics" Yuri 
Sherekh takes this passage as emblematic of Khvyrovyi' s style and mode 
in general: "LJe oahh 3 kjiiohíb ao tbophocth XßHJibOBoro. Ckíjii>kh 

kphthkíb XßHJibOBoro ocmíuihjih ce6e, 6o He BiflnyBajiH 3anaxy cjiOBa, 
He po3pi3HüJiH rpH Biß xluttsi HH MO)Ke Kpame CKa3aTH, rpH B ahttí 

bía ̂ chtt^ 6e3 rpH." ("Khvyrovyi bez polityky," in his Ne dlia ditei 
[New York, 1964], p. 54.) What Sherekh is calling "play" here is, as I see 
it, entirely compatible, if not entirely coterminous, with the notion of role 
and role playing. 

20. See the above-noted anonymous letter, Tvory, vol. 2, p. 145. 
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